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Ukraine war: Contipark donates 7,500 euros to the "Aktion 

Deutschland hilft"  

The Russian war in Ukraine has been raging for two weeks now. It has already cost 

numerous lives, millions are fleeing. As part of the Europe-wide operating Interparking 

Group, Contipark wants to set a sign of solidarity and support. Therefore, the Berlin 

parking operator donates a total of 7,500 euros for the victims of the Ukraine war to an 

alliance of German aid organizations. 

Contipark had announced last week to donate a sum equal to the sales that would be 

generated last Sunday, March 06, 2022, in the four Berlin city center properties 

"Friedrichstadt-Passagen", "Los-Angeles-Platz", "Am KaDeWe" and "Kranzler Eck". With this 

fundraising campaign, the company not only wanted to provide financial support, but also to 

encourage Berliners to take part in the numerous anti-war demonstrations that were taking 

place in the capital that day. Demonstrate and do good already while parking - under this 

motto Contipark had called on Friday among others via social media and newsletter. 

Numerous drivers took advantage of this offer and thus contributed to the achievement of a 

high four-digit sum last Sunday. After evaluating the results, the management of Contipark 

has now decided to increase the donation amount to a round sum. Thus the company 

donates 7,500 euros to the "Aktion Deutschland hilft", an alliance of reputable German aid 

organizations. 

Contipark managing director Michael Kesseler says: "Social responsibility and social 

commitment belong to the core values of our company. That is why I am particularly touched 

by the current willingness to help shown by Germans and also by other European nations. 

We also want to make a contribution and are therefore very pleased to be able to present the 

sum of 7,500 euros to 'Aktion Deutschland hilft' - also on behalf of all our employees." 

 

  



                
 

About CONTIPARK: 

The CONTIPARK group has been planning, developing and operating public parking 

facilities in all relevant location categories since it was founded in 1967. These include 

shopping centers, train stations, city or pedestrian zones, cultural and leisure venues 

as well as clinics and health centers. 

As part of the Interparking Group, one of the largest parking garage operators in 

Europe, CONTIPARK operates more than 570 parking facilities in over 200 cities in 

Germany and Austria, making it the market leader in Germany. 
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